
About our client - Off the Vine Tuscan Grille

The husband and wife team of Greg and Marie Wick
have been rooted in the restaurant business from a 

very young age.

Greg’s parents owned and operated a large scale restau-
rant in Pound Ridge New York, where he spent his youth 
and teenage years absorbing and then working all areas 
of the business. Marie’s Father owned and ran restau-
rants and hotels in Florida, where his drive and work 
ethic influenced Marie as he taught her the in’s and out’s 
of the business world.

The culmination of these two upbringings helped  
Greg and Marie transform this once deli/wine shop into 
one of the North shore’s best restaurants.

In the words of
co-owner, Greg Wicks, “We are both very passionate about food, and we love to share 

that passion with our customers. Our menu is primarily driven by Marie’s extensive Italian 
cooking background. Coming from a large family of Italian cooks, her relatives taught her 
their old world recipes and styles, which over the years she perfected.”

Prospering in an environment of uncertainty
The ongoing COVID epidemic continues to hit restaurants particularly hard in loss of personnel 
and revenue and Off the Vine is no exception. What is exceptional is their concern and resolve 
to institute all possible safety measures to alleviate customer and co-workers concerns be-
cause of the indoor air quality (IAQ) that they are exposed to. Seasonal temperatures will soon 
have patrons exclusively indoors once again, so while disinfecting all surfaces, wearing masks, 

and updating HVAC systems are all important measures, they do not address eliminating viruses and bad air quality in customer’s and 
staff breathing zones. 

Vision required for continued success

Off the Vine understood the value of including IAQ measures in their renovation upgrades because they knew that viruses and
contaminates spread through airborne particles. In Greg’s words: “We are a restaurant so eliminating fumes and con-

taminates is extremely important for employee and patron safety and health.”  Keeping the indoor air quality free 
from extreme concentration loads of viruses and other pollutants was very important for Greg and Marie, but equally as 
important was validating the efficacy of an air purification device, which is exactly what Erlab did.
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Equipment installed, Efficacy Verified
The best way to determine the efficacy was to run pre and post installa-
tion particle counts to determine the overall reduction in particle loads. 
Why particles? Well, it is important to understand that a virus is a particle 
and therefore the greater the reduction of particles, the greater the risk 
for airborne transmission is reduced. The graph below shows the results 
from test taken during peak operating hours both before and after 
installation. The data we collected shows a greater than 80% reduction 
of smaller harmful particles, significantly improving overall air quality 
making for a healthier and safer environment. The results are with a total 
of four Halo’s installed in the main dining area.
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For more information: https://halo.erlab.com/ or call Jesse Coiro 1-800-964-4434  jcoiro@erlab.com

The Halo air purification system has now been tested by 3- third party testing facilities, all with positive results on the system’s 
ability to perform as stated. That being said we are appreciative it when customers, like Off the Vine, support our claims that 

HALO is the most effective commercial air purification system on the market for improving indoor air quality by removing virus-
es, bacteria, and environmental pollution (PM 2.5). 

We are also gratified to share Mr. Wick’s recommendation, in his own words:  “It was a pleasure working with Erlab and 
the units they installed have already made an impact as far as making our customers feel safer. They exceeded all 
expectations.”

We applaud Off the Vine for their commitment to ‘customer safety first’ a philosophy they share with Erlab, and one that will have 
a positive impact of their future success.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Additional Reference Material

Learn more and watch NBC TV/CT HALO interview video - Why Choose HALO?

Case Story: Moe’s Southwest Grill, Glastonbury, CT

Watch quick overview of How HALO Filtration System works

Real-World Particulate Load Reductions Explanation
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https://halo.erlab.com/
https://halo.erlab.com/
https://halo.erlab.com/air/
https://usa.erlab.com/hubfs/Jesse%20Files/Moes%20Southwest%20Grill%20CaseStory_SmlrFile-1.pdf
https://vimeo.com/582254274
https://usa.erlab.com/hubfs/Jesse%20Files/Summarized%20WSS_OTV_Moes_GB%20edits_approvedJC.pdf

